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1 A Standard 1st-level Section Title
The required format is illustrated in this template for CARV 2007 papers. Please
contact carv2007@uwindsor.ca should you have further questions.
The first paragraph of each numbered section is formatted with style “Body
First”
Subsequent paragraphs use style “Body Text”. The name of this style may be
translated in some Word versions.
When a single equation occurs use style “Equation Numbered”

(1)

If the line following an equation starts a new paragraph, use “Body Text” and
when equations come along in groups
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Use “Equation Numbered First” for the first equation

(2)

Use “Equation Numbered” for the first in the middle and

(3)

Use “Equation Numbered Last” for subsequent equations

(4)

If the line following an equation does not start a new paragraph, use “Body First”.
The numbering of equations should be done by copying the field from other
equations or by using Insert>Field>Numbering >Seq>Caption>Equation (Word
XP). The term “equation” that appears in front of the number should be deleted.
Subsequent equations can be numbered by copying the field. References to
equations should use Insert>Cross-Reference and choose the Equation reference
type (1).
1.1 2nd-level Section Title
Theorem 1. Theorems are formatted using “Body First” with the theorem number
in bold. This is also correct for lemmas, definitions, propositions and corollaries.
Remark 1 Remarks are formatted using “Body First” with the remark number in
italics. This is also the correct style for examples.
1.1.1 3rd-level Section Title
When you want to insert a figure, it should be inserted “in-line with text” (In the
Format>Layout context menu) in a separate line that is formatted with the style
“Figure Insert”.

Fig. 1. Single-line figure legend using “Figure Legend Single Line”

Text following figure is also formatted using “Body First”. Note that the figure is
inserted relative to the legend paragraph and is aligned centrally with respect to the
margin. The Figure number follows autonumbering of Fig. It can be inserted for
any following figure by copying the field. References to figures should use
Insert>Cross-Reference and choose the Fig. reference type (Fig. 1.).
When you have a figure with a longer legend, the above paragraph is still true
but the legend uses a different style.
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Fig. 2. Legends which contain more than one line of text use the style “Figure
Legend Multiline”

Figures with two panels are slightly different again. Each panel should be lettered.
The letters are in a separate paragraph based on “Figure Legend Multiline” but
with the 12 pts of “Space after” manually removed and tabs inserted so that the
letters fall in the centre of the panels.
If the figure is located on top of a page, a page break ensures correct
positioning of the caption.

a

b

Fig. 3. Note that a. this is how to format legends with more than one panel; b. for
some reason, it is easier to group the individual panels in the figure before inserting
them

Now we are going to deal with tables which have their legends above the table,
unlike figures which have their legends below.
Table 1. Tables with legends of one line use “Table Legend Single Line”
“Table Cell Centre”
Bold Manually

“Table Cell Left”
Bold Manually

“Table Cell Centre”
which of these you use
is up to you

“Table Cell Left” but
we recommend the
centred format for
columns of figures.

When you have inserted a table, the paragraph following it should have 12 points
of space inserted before it manually if the paragraph does not use a format that
already has space before it (use the Format>Paragraph context menu, not an empty
paragraph). Table numbering uses the same mechanism as figure numbering but
uses the Table instead of the Fig. numbering sequence.
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Table 2. Tables with legends of more than one line should use “Table Legend” as
the paragraph style
“Table Cell Centre”
Bold Manually

“Table Cell Left”
Bold Manually

Note that tables should
be no

wider than 11.8 cm.

2 A Standard 2nd-level Section Title
We now turn to the question of bullets:
•
•
•

the first bullet in a list uses the “Bullet First” style;
the all the rest use the “Bullet” style except;
the last bullet which uses the “Bullet Last” style

As with equations, the format of the paragraph following a bulleted list depends on
whether it is, in fact, a new paragraph or a continuation of the same: use “Body
First” for a continuation and “Body Text” for a new paragraph.
1. The first item in a numbered list should use “Numbered List First”
2. The second and subsequent items in a numbered list should use the
“Numbered List” format. The last item should have 12 pts of space after
inserted manually.

3 Miscellaneous Items
Kindly refer to your references in the following format within the body of your text
(ElMaraghy 2005). For references with more than two authors, use the following
format (ElMaraghy, et al., 2007).
The signed copyright transfer form will be required with the accepted
manuscript. Please submit your signed copyright transfer form by fax to 1-519973-7053 or send a scanned signed copy by email to carv2007@uwindsor.ca. The
form will be made available on the ‘Downloads’ page of the website.
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